
The Efergy Elite Classic wirelessly sends information on energy usage to the 
display monitor. Simple and easy to install, the monitor updates every 10 
seconds to accurately track where energy is being used.

No need to add a separate meter base to monitor multiple suites in your 
home!

The Elite Classic updates every 10 seconds so you can instantly see the 
impact of turning a light on or off, boiling the kettle or using your tumble dryer. 
It has an innovative memory function that allows you to see how much you 
have used today, yesterday and in the last week or month. The Elite Monitor 
also displays your daily average so you can see when you are using more 
electricity than normal and see how your average usage reduces as you 
change the way you do things.

Part# EF003

Accessories:
200A Current Sensor
Additional sensor for measuring current up to 200 
amperes. Works with the elite or e2. Perfect for whole 
house applications where a 200 ampere service is 
installed. Split core design easily fits around wire 
sizes up to #4/0 AWG without breaking connections.
Part# EF012 

Hub Online Accessory Kit
Monitor your home energy use online 
in real-time engage hub accessory kit. 
Online platform FREE of charge with 
no subscription or monthly fees 
Access your energy data anytime.
Part# EFH01

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Introducing the E-Max energy monitor from Efergy! This improved energy 
monitor features a stylish, large 7.9” display and improved battery life. View 
your energy data in real time with the easy to understand display and energy 
use speedometer. The E-Max also includes a USB-2.0 port to download your 
energy consumption data.
Kit Includes: E-Max Display, (2) CT Sensors and the Transmitter

We want to cover any scenario you can think of. This expanding category is on the upswing, let us help you find the right device. 

Features:
- See your current energy use with a color-coded speedometer
- Look up historic data: yesterday, last week, last month, etc.
- Input your higher kW rate period to make sure you are not using high energy appliances,  etc. at   
  peak times
- Portable unit allows you to walk around the house to monitor usage
- Sleek free-standing stand or wall mounted display
- Download your energy data using a USB stickPart# EF005
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